First Week Reading Assignment

Professor: Cato, Harris, Hull, and Walker
Course: LRW II (All Sections)
Semester: Spring 2021

Required Text(s):

1. All texts from last semester
2. Text: An Advocate Persuades
   Author: Joan Rocklin
   ISBN: 9781611631500
   Author: Eric P. Voigt
   ISBN: 9781531007836

Course Management:
[ ] CANVAS
[X ] TWEN
Assignment

Class 1: Please read the following article:

Heidi Brown, *Converting Benchslaps into Backslaps: Instilling Professional Accountability in New Legal Writers by Teaching and Reinforcing Context*

Class 2: Please read the memorandum regarding Winona Johnson. Using only the authorities provided, please draft an objective legal analysis addressing the question presented. Please follow all instructions provided in the memorandum.

Note: All materials needed to complete the assignments listed above have been uploaded to the LRW Department TWEN page.